Titles from the 2016 Reservoir Habitat Symposium

- Reservoir Fisheries Habitat Restoration Is Too Big a Job for Any One Agency to Tackle: Partnering and the Reservoir Fisheries Habitat Partnership's Role in Its' Promotion by Jeff Boxrucker, Reservoir Fisheries Habitat Partnership
- The Challenge of Reservoir Fish Habitat Improvement in Texas: It's Going to Take a Village
- Inspiring the Will to Revitalize a Reservoir by Dave Terre, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
- So Why Should a Fish Biologist Want to Play in the Dirt? By Mark Porath, Nebraska Game and Parks Commission
- Best Management Practices for Reservoir Fish Habitats by Steve Miranda, Mississippi State University
- Development of a National Reservoir Database of Geographical, Physical, and Morphological Metrics for Classification and Discrimination for Fisheries Habitat Assessment by Kirk Rogers, USGS
- Potential Use of Remotely Sensed Data for Indexing Fish Habitat in Lakes and Reservoirs: Faster, Cheaper, Better? Rebecca Krogman, Iowa DNR
- Evaluating Effectiveness of Side Scan Sonar in Assessing Littoral Habitat Diversity in Arizona Reservoirs by Amberle Jones, Arizona Game and Fish Department
- Testing Hypotheses Linking Coarse Woody Habitat, Fish Populations, and Food Webs in Experimental Ecosystems by Corey DeBloom, University of Illinois
- Towards a Predictive Framework of Habitat Enhancement by Brian Graeb, South Dakota State University
- Changes in Largemouth Bass Growth, Condition, and Behavior in Response to a Large-Scale Habitat Enhancement in an Aging Reservoir by Chance Kirkeeng, South Dakota State University
- Effects of Structural and Spatiotemporal Factors on Fish Use of Artificial Habitat by Dan Daugherhy, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
- Creating Fish and Wildlife Habitat in New Florida Reservoir by Dustin Everett, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
- Evaluating Fisheries Habitat Improvements in a Newly Flooded Reservoir by Brad Fontaine, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
- Artificial Habitat in Hatcheries and Reservoirs, Increasing Growth, Survival and Reproduction by Dave Ewald, www.fishhiding.com
- Evaluating Degradation and Temporal Effectiveness of Juniperus ashei Used as Fish Habitat in a Texas Hill Country Reservoir by Marcos DeJesus, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
- Alternative Fish Habitat Funding within the Community: A Partnership with Shell Appalachia by Ben Page, Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
- Small Reservoirs Can Still Present Large Rehabilitation Challenges by Caleb Huber, Nebraska Game and Parks Commission
- Largescale Habitat Improvement on Table Rock Lake by Mike Allen, Missouri Department of Conservation
- Installation and Evaluation of Fish Habitat Structures in Bull Shoals Lake, Missouri by Nathan Recktenwald, Missouri Department of Conservation
- Sticks and Stones: A Cooperative Effort to Increase Fish Habitat in Smithville Lake, Missouri by Eric Dennis, Missouri Department of Conservation
- Winter Brushpile Installation in Small Missouri Reservoirs by Tory Mason, Missouri Department of Conservation
- Engaging Anglers in Missouri through Mobile Apps and GIS Technologies by Alex Prentice, Missouri Department of Conservation
- Building Them Right the First Time: Nebraska’s New Reservoir Technical Assistance Program by Tony Barada, Nebraska Game and Parks Commission
- Kentucky’s Fish Habitat Program: Past, Present, Future by Jeremy Shifflet, Kentucky Wildlife Resources Agency
- Development of Indiana’s Reservoir Enhancement Program through the Creation of a Habitat Enhancement Zone by Sandra Clark-Kolakos, Indiana DNR